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MSc Project description 
Polyelectrolyte multilayers for reprogrammable photonics 

If you are an enthusiastic chemical engineering MSc student looking for a graduation project and 
interested in hands-on experience with polymer thin film formation and characterization applied to 
photonic devices, this collaboration project with the electrical engineering department might be 
suitable for you.  

Photonic integrated circuits (PICs) for optical communications are most promising approach to handle 
the ever-growing data traffic. While PICs are many ways analogous to electronic integrated circuits 
(ICs), it lacks one special feature ICs offer –programmability. Every PIC is unique and serves its designed 
purpose. No change of the device, design or function is possible once fabricated. So PICs are not 
fabricated in bulk similar to ICs. Acute fabrication imperfection related sensitivity also a big challenges 
towards high scale market access. In an idealistic scenario, if non-volatile and reversible 
programmability is introduced for PICs: we will be able to write PICs according to our need and erase 
to accommodate (write) another design. This will revolutionize the way we perceive PICs. But a major 
bottleneck is realizing a suitable non-volatile and reversible programmable photonic material to 
fabricate the PICs with.  

 

Figure 1. A) PICs programmed differently for a specific purpose. B) EM image of an optical ring resonator. C) PEM before 
(top) and after (bottom) low pH treatment to induce a morphological transition.  

Project description: 

In principle, a reversible, pH dependent morphological transition a in weak polyelectrolyte multilayer 
(PEM) can be used to change the optical properties of this layer on top of photonic devices. When 
integrated with existing photonic platforms, this will create a reversibly programmable polyelectrolyte 
coated chip. In this thesis, you will study the effects of reversible changes in morphology with respect 
to pH treatment with a highly sensitive optical ring resonator. To this end, you will perform layer-by-
layer (LbL) deposition of polyelectrolytes on photonic devices and characterize the films using 
techniques such as ellipsometry, AFM, QCM-D and EM. In addition, you will investigate the conditions 
for optimum performance and will also look for different avenues to reach the same impact (voltage 
or light). 

With this project you will gain experience not only with LbL deposition of thin polymer films and the 
characterization thereof, but also in designing, simulating and testing of photonic devices. 
Experimental work will be partly performed in the ICMS lab. Furthermore, fabrication will be done in 
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the cleanroom (Nanolab@tue). Therefore, you will have the opportunity to get acquainted with the 
sophisticated tools and techniques used.  

Interested? Feel free to contact me via email or drop by my office to discuss more. 

Christian C. M. Sproncken           Ceres 1.44  c.c.m.sproncken@tue.nl    

Prof. Ilja K. Voets             Ceres 1.03    i.voets@tue.nl  
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